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Reagan Arthur / Back Bay Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 352 pages.
Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.4in. x 0.9in.Thirteen-year-old Natalie Gallagher is trying to escape: from her
parents ugly divorce, and from the vicious cyber-bullying of her former best friend. Adrift,
confused, she is a girl trying to find her way in a world that seems to either neglect or despise her.
Her salvation arrives in an unlikely form: Bridget OConnell, an Irish maid working for a wealthy
Boston family. The catch Bridget lives only in the pages of a dusty old 1920s diary Natalie unearthed
in her mothers basement. But the life she describes is as troubling - and mysterious - as the one
Natalie is trying to navigate herself, almost a century later. I am writing this down because this is
my story. There were only ever two people who knew my secret, and both are gone before me. Who
was Bridget, and what became of her Natalie escapes into the diary, eager to unlock its secrets, and
reluctantly accepts the help of library archivist Kathleen Lynch, a widow with her own painful
secret: shes estranged from her only daughter. Kathleen sees in Natalie traces of the daughter...
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A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser-- Elea nor e Er nser

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS
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